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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Waterford 3 SES
Docket No. 50-382
License No. NPF-38
Response to Request for Additional information
on Appendix R Deviation Request

Gentlemen:

This submittal provides additional information requested during a conference call
with the NRC on June 26,1997. The information is provided in support of the (in
progress) technical review of Waterford 3's February 19,1997 request (W3F1-97-
0021) for a deviation from the Appendix R, Section Ill.O requirement to have an oil
collection system for Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) remote lube oil fill lines.

If you have any further questions or require additional information, please contact
me at (504) 739-6242 or Tim Gaudet at (504) 739-6666.

Very truly yours,
*

,

|

E.C. Ewing M ~

Director N' CQ
I

/Nuclear Safety & Regulatory Affairs
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ATTACHMENT.
,

NRC Request for Additional Information
!
i

1. Question:

What plant provisions exist for detection and suppression of fire in the vicinity of
the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) remote lube oil fill lines.

!

Answer:

The Reactor Coolant Pumps are provided with spot type thermal heat detection at j

the +46' and +21' elevations of the Reactor Containment Building (RCB). These j

detectors alarm in the Control Room. Manual preaction sprinkler systems are i

provided in each of the two RCP Cells, inside the D-Rings, to protect the RCPs
and motors in the event of a fire. The sprinkler system manual actuation pull
stations are located in the Control Room and at the sprinkler control valve,
adjacent to the -4 Reactor Auxiliary Building (RAB) side of the Containment
personnel hatch . The oil fill lines enter the loop 1 and loop 2 D-Rings at j
approximately the +46 elevation and are routed around the inside of the west and
east walls of the D-Rings (respectively). The lines are then routed to the RCP )
motor reservoir fill connections. It is at this point that the lines are within the
bounds of the sprinkler system. The lines along the walls of the D-Rings are not-
directly within the spray zone of the sprinkler system. The detection installed for
the RCPs would detect the fire and actuate an annunciator in the Control Room.
See the following attached drawings as a reference to the detection and
suppression coverage: '

(detection)
G-FP-0028 and G-FP-0029

(sprinkler system) '

5817-4454
5817-4455
5817-7530 and
5817-7531 thru 5817-7532

(remote filllines layout)
ESSE-OC-228
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, 2. Questiom |

What is the maximum credible oil spill that could occur while adding oil to the
RCPs?

|

Aoswer:

While a single 5 gallon container of oil would be the more likely volume of oil
brought in to add cil to a RCP lube oil reservoir at power, the maximum credible
oil addition volume postulated here is 20 gallons (for an upper reservoir). This is
based on assuming a RCP upper reservoir oil level decreases to 40% (Procedure
OP-001-002 minimum allowed limit is 37%) and then enough oil is added to
return level to 75% (recomrnended operating level). Twenty gallons is a
conservative, estimated volume since normally very little oil is required to be
added to the RCP lube oil reservoirs at power. During the last refuel cycle, no oil
was added during power operations.

Note that administrative controls provided in the repetitive task (RT) work
authorization packages (002930,002933,002928 and 002936) instruct the
personnel adding oil to observe the area under the applicable RCP (-11
elevation) on their way out of Containment. This provides a barrier against
having undetected leakage. Also the personnel adding oil are instructed to re-
check the reservoir oil level after adding oil and compare the rise in level to what
was expected based on the empirical chart in the RCP technical manual. If the
percent level rise does not occur as expected, the personnel adding oil are
instructed to notify the System Engineer. This provides for the condition to be
assessed and for leakage to be identified.

3. Question:

What are the consequences of a fire involving the above described maximum
credible oil spill?

Answer:

Twenty gallons of oil would represent a fuel package of 2,909,040 BTUs. Based
on Calculation FP-CLC-01, this would be an increase in RCB fire severity of .068
minutes when considered over the entire RCB floor area. When considered over
just the floor area of a single D-Ring (approximately 1150 sq ft), there is a fire
severity of 1.89 minutes. The fire event postulated above would consist of a pool
fire from oil that had leaked from an assumed open ended break of the remote oil
fill line at some elevation above the fill connection to the pump. The 20 gallons of

| oil are assumed to pool on the -11' elevation of the RCB. An unspecified ignition
source would ignite the fuel package and the fire would ensue. The RCP thermal
fire detection would annunciate in the Control Room and manual actuation of the
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RCP preaction sprinklers would take place. Recognize that for this scenario to !
,

occur, oil addition operations would be in progress and personnel would be inside
the RCB. It is reasonable to believe that the personnel adding oil would notice an3

oil spillage of this magnitude while checking for oil below the applicable RCP (per |
the RT) on their way out of the Containment building. Response would be )

1

immediate and manual fire fighting actions would be expeditious. This, ;

accompanied by the fuel package limitations of a < 2 minute severity, indicates
/ that damage would be minimal.

!

4. Question:

What equipment required for safe shutdown would potentially be involved in the
above postulated fire?

Answer:

The Waterford 3 FSAR postulates a fire involving lube oil leakage from the RCPs.
If an unmitigated fire is assumed, (per the FSAR) safe shutdown equipment
damage in the vicinity of the RCPs would be limited to steam generator pressure
indication. _In that event, safe shutdown cooling can be monitored by pressure
transmitters located outside of containment, on the main steam lines.

!
Note: i

Section 9.5.1 of the FSAR (specifically, pages 9.5-224 through 9.5-229) ;

documents fire analysis and other existing NRC approved deviations from i

Appendix R for the Reactor Containment Building. The FSAR will be updated to
reflect the requested deviation upon receipt of NRC concurrence.

5. Question:

What procedure is used to administratively control addition of lube oil to the
RCPs? A summary of the procedure was requested.

Answer:

The addition of oil to the RCP lube oil reservoirs is performed in accordance with
RT work authorization packages and the RCP vendor manual (457000166). A
summary of the RT steps for one of the four pumps is attached. The RTs for the
four pumps are identical, except that they refer to the specific RCP. The
correlation between volume of oil added to level increase in the reservoirs has
been added to the RCP vendor manual. Personnel adding oil are referred to the
vendor manual by the RT for this information.
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Summary of Repetitive Task (RT).

For Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Lube Oil Addition

Based on results from trending and monitoring of RCP lube oil reservoir levels, the
RCP System Engineer informs plant management if it becomes necessary to add oil
to a RCP reservoir at power. Once concurrence is reached, a RT work package is
generated (Maintenance Planner). The following is a summary of RT steps.

1. Supervisor review work package with lead worker to ensure the work instructions
are fully understood prior to authorizing work.

,

Notel The following steps are performed by the maintenance personnel1

assigned to add oil.

2. Check and record upper and/or lower lube oil reservoir oil level (s), as applicable,
via Plant Monitoring Computer (PMC) or via calling the Control Room.

3. Use the empirically derived (volume vs % level) chart from Technical Manual
457000166 Vol. 2 to determine amount of oil to be added. The reservoir level
should be raised to approximately 75%.

4. On the way up to add oil, observe the -11 elevation, under the applicable RCP,
and document the presence of any oil pooling on the floor or other evidence of oil
leakage. Document finding (approximate amount of oil).

5. Add the amount of oil required as determined from the chart.

6. Obtain Operations concurrence and drain oil from the applicable oil collection
tank. This is to assure that the tank has room to hold the lube oil volume of a
RCP.

7. On the way out of Containment, observe the -11 elevation, under the applicable
RCP, and document the presence of any oil pooling on the floor or other evidence
of oilleakage. Document finuing (approximate amount of oil).

8. After leaving Containment, verify (from PMC or by calling Control Room) that the
expected rise in reservoir level occurred as a result of the oil addition.

t

9. If oillevelincrease is not representative of the amount of oil added, notify the
RCP System Engineer and determine if there was an oil leak involved.

,
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